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Chapter 551: You're Strong, But This King Is Stronger! 

A moment later, after using two more Chaotic Flying Spear Techniques to kill the two Extraordinary-Tier 

people of foreign races surrounding Wu Tu, both sides on the battlefield finally noticed Zhou Zhou's 

existence. 

Everyone on Zhou Zhou's side was quite surprised. 

They never expected that the King, who had never attacked much, would be so earth-shattering! 

He instantly killed four heroes of the people of foreign race as an ordinary Hero who had yet to have any 

achievement! 

Such a terrifying battle record could be said to be unheard of in the entire history of the human race! 

It was extremely rare in the history of all races! 

Thinking about how fierce the Lord he followed was, a smile appeared on everyone's faces, feeling that 

their future was even brighter. 

If Zhou Zhou was happy, the morale of the people of foreign race's allied army had completely 

plummeted! 

Heroes were the treasures of the Race and the pillar of the country. How precious were their existence? 

Losing four heroes at once was definitely an unacceptable fact for the country behind the people of 

foreign race alliance! 

When they saw that this human monarch who had killed four heroes actually had the strength to start 

hunting again, shock and anger appeared on their faces. 

"We have to kill the King of the Blazing Sun first. Otherwise, none of us can escape today!" 

"He used a Law Skill. No wonder he could kill our hero so easily." 

"This King of the Blazing Sun is too terrifying. He used the Law Skill four times and still looks so relaxed. 

What kind of Constitution does he have?! Is he a natural God Spirit?" 

… 

The heroes of the people of foreign races discussed urgently and felt that it was a little tricky. 

Previously, they hadn't been able to injure the Lord of The Blazing Sun even after charging like that. 

Now that there were even fewer of them, the difficulty increased again. 

At this moment, an old woman in a flowery green robe with dense colorful patterns drawn on her face 

and holding an insect-shaped staff stood up. 

She was the Chief High Priest of the Spiritual Gu Kingdom, one of the people of foreign race's allied 

forces—Mo Ya. 
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"I have a Law Skill that I haven't completely comprehended. It's called— Insect Demon Gu Curse." 

"Even though I haven't completely comprehended this Law Skill and there's only one Insect Demon Gu 

Curse, it's enough to curse existences below the Legendary-Tier." 

"Next, I'll use the Insect Demon Gu Curse to curse the King of the Blazing Sun to death." 

"But after killing it, I will also exhaust all my Gu energy." 

"So I'll pull out then." 

"Do you have a problem with that?" 

Mo Ya looked at the heroes around him and sent a mental message. 

"No objections!" 

"If we can really curse him to death, your Spiritual Gu Kingdom will have made a great contribution. At 

that time, other than the legendary sword cultivator, no one else on the battlefield will be a threat to us. 

Just leave. It's fine." 

"However, that human Lord is the Strongest Lord of All Races from the previous event. He might not 

have many special methods. Are you sure you can really curse him to death?" 

A hero of the people of foreign race hesitated. 

Does that mean… 

Mo Ya also fell silent, but then she became determined. 

"I don't believe that this human Lord is so strong." 

"Not only can he master attack-type Law Skills, but he can also master Defense-type Law Skills?!" 

"My Insect Demon Gu Curse contains an incomplete curse law and the law of insects. There are very few 

living beings in the world who have mastered restraining methods." 

"He must die!" 

The more the old woman spoke, the more confident she became. 

The other heroes of the people of foreign race seemed to be convinced by her and nodded. 

"Before I came, my King gave me a Legendary-Tier Elementary Grade Thunder Scroll. I can summon a 

thunderbolt that can lock onto the power of the enemy's Legendary Elementary Grade." 

"When the time comes, I'll attack the King of the Blazing Sun with you." 

At this moment, a lightning Elemental life form flickering with dark blue lightning said telepathically. 

"Your Demon Thunder Kingdom has really invested a lot. You actually took out such a national treasure." 

"You're really willing to use it." 

When the other heroes of the people of foreign race heard its words, they were immediately surprised. 



"Just in case." 

"Who knows what other methods that human Lord has?" 

The hero of the Demon Thunder Kingdom said calmly. 

Actually, there was another reason. 

Their kingdom only had three heroes since it was established. One of them was already old and did not 

have much combat strength. 

Only it and another hero of the Demon Thunder Kingdom were left with combat strength. 

Their monarch was also worried that it would accidentally die in battle this time and affect the 

foundation of the country. That was why he was willing to hand such a treasure to it to protect itself. 

It had already made up its mind. 

If the methods of the two heroes were useless against the King of the Blazing Sun next, it would 

immediately leave without hesitation. 

It had the entire Demon Thunder Kingdom behind it. It could not suppress everything here. 

As for Race divine artifacts? 

It was good. 

However, it was not as important as the death of a country! 

"There's no time to lose. Let's do it now." 

Mo Ya said solemnly. 

The hero of the Demon Thunder Kingdom nodded. 

Then, they each took out a blood-colored Gu plate. Inside was a worm with strange blood-colored 

patterns. It was the Insect Demon Gu Curse. 

The other took out a dark blue scroll. 

The surface of the scroll contained blood-colored demonic lightning, and there was a faint depiction of a 

blood-colored demon ape creature living in the thundercloud. 

The two heroes of the people of foreign race cast their spells at the same time. 

Soon, the Gu in Mo Ya's hand suddenly flew up from the Gu plate and flew towards Zhou Zhou at an 

extremely fast speed. 

During the flight, this blood-colored Gu did not make a sound. The tens of millions of life forms on the 

battlefield, even Chi Xuantian, did not notice the existence of this Gu. 

Mo Ya felt proud when she saw this. 

The second characteristic of her Insect Demon Gu Curse was that it had an extremely low presence. 



This was also one of the reasons why she was confident that she could curse Zhou Zhou. 

On the other side, the scroll in the hands of the Demon Thunder Kingdom hero also turned into a bolt of 

lightning and rushed into the sky. 

Countless dark clouds and lightning instantly appeared in the sky, and their center was where Zhou Zhou 

was. 

Zhou Zhou also looked up at the thunderclouds in the sky. 

He vaguely saw a blood-colored Demon Ape open its bloody mouth and condense a blood-colored 

lightning that was ten feet wide. 

The next second. 

Rumble!! 

The blood-colored Demon Thunder descended from the sky and instantly struck Zhou Zhou 

accompanied by an earth-shattering thunderclap. 

At the same time, the Insect Demon Gu Curse also rushed into the blood-colored lightning around Zhou 

Zhou immediately. 

"Your Majesty!" 

"Your Majesty!" 

"My Lord!" 

… 

Seeing this scene, many people exclaimed, and many soldiers looked almost crazy. 

Their Majesty was being assassinated?! 

… 

At the same time. 

The scene of Zhou Zhou being successfully struck by lightning and being approached by a Gu worm. 

A smile also appeared on the faces of the heroes of the people of foreign races. 

"This King of the Blazing Sun will definitely die!" 

"I have to say that this Demon Thunder Kingdom's national treasure is really powerful. It makes my 

heart tremble from afar." 

"Haha, with the death of the King of the Blazing Sun, we will definitely win the current battlefield!" 

… 

The heroes of the people of foreign races relaxed and smiled happily. 

Mo Ya and the hero of the Demon Thunder Kingdom also heaved a sigh of relief. 



But what they didn't notice was that among the people on the battlefield, Bai Yun, Wu Xin, Xu An, Guo 

Qiao, and Chi Xuantian, who were Zhou Zhou's closest subjects, did not look flustered. 

At this moment… 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Two chaotic lights flashed in the blood-colored lightning. 

The next second. 

Mo Ya and the hero of the Demon Thunder Kingdom felt a chill in their chests. 

They lowered their heads in disbelief and realized that their hearts had already become two huge holes. 

Their pupils constricted when they looked up again. 

The lightning gradually dissipated. 

Zhou Zhou floated in the sky unharmed and looked at them calmly. 

It was as if he had never experienced anything just now. 

If it had to be said that it was different. 

That could only be said. 

At this moment, Zhou Zhou was wearing a dark black cloak. 

"Your attacks are not bad. They even surprised me." 

"But I have a talent intuition and can sense your attack." 

"Most importantly…" 

"I have the Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade divine artifact—Shadow Cloak." 

"Attacks below the Low-Tier Deity Level can't hurt me at all." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head secretly. 

I'm sorry. You guys are very strong. 

But This King… Is Even Stronger! 
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Chapter 552: Forging A Hero's Fate Level slot— The War God Lord? 

On the battlefield. 

The battlefield fell silent when Zhou Zhou appeared in front of the soldiers of both sides unharmed. 

The morale of Zhou Zhou's soldiers soared. All of them roared and fought the soldiers of the people of 

foreign race alliance army. 

The morale of the soldiers of the people of foreign races on the other hand instantly fell to rock bottom. 
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Their hero had used such a terrifying method but it actually didn't injure the King of the Blazing Sun at 

all? 

How could they fight this battle with this terrifying king who could kill their heroes wantonly? 

At the thought of this, the morale of the soldiers of the people of foreign race's allied army immediately 

disappeared. 

The heroes of the people of foreign races also noticed this, but at this moment, they could no longer 

care about the feelings of the Normal soldiers. 

They looked at Zhou Zhou as if they were looking at a Sword of Damocles floating around their necks, 

able to take their lives at will. 

There was indeed no way to fight this battle. 

At this moment, many heroes of the people of foreign races already had the thought of escaping. 

A tall and thin hero with two antennae on his head, who was completely green, looked at the Mage 

solemnly after barely shattering the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade spell, Extreme Tornado, released 

by the King of Wind, Mai Lun. 

He realized something. 

That was, as a hero with Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade immunity to Diamond-Tier Elemental, it 

actually could not defeat this Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade wind-element Archmage in a 1v1. 

This wind-element Archmage called Mai Lun's attainments in wind magic could be said to be terrifying. 

With his strength, he might even be able to fight some Epic-Tier Elementary Grade Hero experts. 

At the very least, it was easy to protect himself. 

Wind magic was second only to life magic and space magic in terms of self-protection after all. 

It looked at the situation on the battlefield again, and its heart sank. 

The situation on the battlefield in front of him was simply too terrible… 

Especially for the heroes of the people of foreign races like them. 

They had to deal with the enemy in front of them while guarding against the fatal spears of the terrifying 

monarch in the sky. It would be good enough if they could unleash 70 to 80% of their strength under 

such circumstances. 

Finally, it made up its mind after seeing another hero of the people of foreign race killed by the King of 

the Blazing Sun. 

It used its injuries as the price to disperse another Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade spell, the Void 

Splitting Violent Storm. Then, it used its power to retreat more than ten kilometers. In the end, he took 

out a silver scroll without hesitation. 



After opening the scroll, thick spatial power erupted, forming a spatial passageway with endless suction 

behind it, directly sucking it into the spatial rift. 

Thick spatial power erupted, forming a spatial passageway with endless suction behind it, directly 

sucking it into the spatial rift. 

Many heroes of the people of foreign races were stunned for a moment before their eyes flickered. 

The heroes of the people of foreign races took out their escape methods and left the battlefield one 

after another. 

In less than a while. 

Seven to eight heroes of the people of foreign race escaped. 

"Chase if you can." 

"But don't chase too far." 

"If we really can't catch them, let them leave." 

Just as the heroes of the Blazing Sun Kingdom were hesitating about chasing, Zhou Zhou sent a voice 

transmission. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

… 

Bai Yun and the others accepted the order. 

High up in the sky, Zhou Zhou looked at the fleeing heroes with a cold expression. 

They come and go as they pleased, what did they take him for? 

"You can run but you can't hide." 

"For these heroes of the people of foreign race to rush over so quickly to form an alliance, the kingdom 

behind them must not be far from my territory." 

"I'll deal with you guys when I'm free after dealing with the Nether Bark Kingdom and the Titan 

Kingdom!" 

Zhou Zhou thought coldly. 

In the following period of time, the morale of the soldiers of the people of foreign races had completely 

fallen to rock bottom because of the escape of the heroes of the people of foreign races. 

The morale of the Blazing Sun Kingdom increased greatly, and they completely occupied the advantage 

on the battlefield. 



Under the continuous attacks of Zhou Zhou and the experts of the territory and the encroachment of 

the soldiers, the soldiers of the people of foreign races began to decrease at a speed visible to the naked 

eye. 

The heroes of the people of foreign races also began to die one after another! 

Finally, as the first hero of the people of foreign race began to lose his fighting spirit and collapsed, there 

seemed to be a domino effect. 

A vast number of people of foreign races began to surrender. 

Half an hour later. 

The battle on the battlefield completely calmed down. 

This battle involving more than 20 million soldiers completely ended. The Blazing Sun Kingdom won at 

the price of the deaths of more than four million soldiers (including the two million soldiers from Incite 

Defection) and the injuries of more than five million soldiers. 

"Doctors and clergymen, begin the treatment!" 

"Don't be stingy with the Faith Divine Crystal!" 

"Take them all out and use the Small Resurrection Spell to revive our soldiers!" 

Zhou Zhou ordered. 

These soldiers had died in battle less than an hour ago. Their souls had yet to go to the Netherworld. In 

theory, they were not really dead. They were just physically dead. They could be revived with the Small 

Resurrection Spell. 

The Small Resurrection Spell only required 10 Pious-Tier Faith Divine Crystals. There was no need for the 

extremely precious Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

3,000 clergymen, 3,000 priests, 3,000 nuns, 10,000 Life Paladins, and more than 50,000 doctors stepped 

onto the battlefield and began to treat and revive the injured soldiers. 

Zhou Zhou nodded slightly when he saw this scene. 

He had too many low-level Faith Divine Crystals in his hands now. It was not a problem to revive millions 

of people. 

Moreover, he had killed nearly 20 million fog monsters now, so the Scarlet Crystals dropped would 

definitely be more than the consumption. 

"With this constant resurrection…" 

"One day, my soldiers will become elite soldiers in a hundred battles or even a thousand battles!" 

Zhou Zhou was filled with anticipation. 

Until now, not a single one of his soldiers had really died under the Small Resurrection Spell. 



Perhaps only he, who had mastered a large number of Lord Talents, could do such a shocking thing. 

Still… 

He also realized a problem. 

"Only 19,000 clergy." 

"Compared to my ten million-strong army, there are still too few of them." 

Zhou Zhou pondered. 

When he had enough Diamond-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments in the future, 

He would upgrade The Shelter of the Goddess of Life's White Platinum-Tier Lord Talent. 

Otherwise, such a small number of clergymen would greatly limit the resurrection of his soldiers in the 

future. 

He might be able to resolve this problem if he upgraded this Lord Talent. 

Then, he ignored the battlefield and looked at his information notification panel. 

A new text notification appeared after he killed the sixth hero of the people of foreign race. 

At that time, he was verifying his various abilities, so he did not look at them much. Now that he was 

free, he could take a look. 

[Congratulations, you have obtained enough hero biographies in the current battle. You can use this 

opportunity to leave your mark of fate in the River of Time and form your own most basic Epic-Tier Hero 

Fate Level slot— The War God Lord!] 

[Do you want to officially forge your own Epic-Tier Hero Fate Level slot— The War God Lord?] 

"Epic-Tier Hero Fate Level— The War God Lord?" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 
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Chapter 553: The Path To The Future! Zhou Zhou's Confusion 

Was this related to his Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent, Fighting God Full II? 

Yes… The Chaos Flying Spear Technique came from the special profession of the Qi Practitioner. The 

part-time job of a Qi Practitioner came from the Lord Talent, Fighting God Full-time Master II, allowing 

him to have two additional combat professions at the same time. 

Coupled with his glorious battle results on the battlefield just now, it was completely reasonable for him 

to obtain a hero Fate Level slot of a War God Lord. 

Still… 

Zhou Zhou felt that something was wrong. 

He was not a Lord like the Green Phoenix Lord or the Overlord Lord who specialized in combat. 
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The Lord he hoped to become the most was a Lord who could stand at the back of the battlefield and 

lead his soldiers to victory. 

The War God Lord did not match his needs. 

Zhou Zhou hesitated. 

To be honest, the Epic-Tier Hero Fate Level slot was already very good. Moreover, there was a high 

chance that he could increase its level by killing enemies in the future, if he did not condense it, would 

he miss a huge opportunity? 

While he was thinking, a faint feeling suddenly surged into his heart, as if a light had illuminated his 

heart and sorted out his thoughts. 

"I can't use this hero biography for my hero Fate Level slot!" 

"This is not my path as a hero!" 

Zhou Zhou woke up. 

How could he change his style for the sake of a hero's identity? 

Go to the battlefield to fight and kill the enemy? 

Would that still be me? 

If he really became a hero like this, he would have walked on the wrong path. 

Zhou Zhou reflected on himself. 

He was a little anxious seeing that his subordinates and even his clones had become heroes while he had 

yet to become a hero. 

Otherwise, he would definitely not be so conflicted. 

"That was…" 

"Lord Talent—Talent Intuition is working again?" 

Zhou Zhou recalled the strange feeling that seemed to have been enlightened by the heavens and 

immediately reacted. 

Then, he nodded slightly. 

Even though this Epic-Tier Lord Talent looked useless usually, it was still quite awesome and exciting at 

critical moments. 

"Then what's my future path as a hero?" 

"What's my future path to becoming a God?" 

Zhou Zhou thought of these two questions again and suddenly felt a little confused. 

He sighed in his heart after thinking for a long time. 



He had only been in the High Continent for a short period of time. If it had been a little longer, he would 

definitely be able to understand what kind of hero he should be in the future, or even a God Spirit who 

walked some laws. 

He didn't think too much about it. 

He was only at the Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade and was still a long way from the Legendary-

Tier Advance Grade. 

He would take a look as he walked. 

At this moment, Bai Yun flew over. 

"Your Majesty." 

"Eight of the 23 heroes of the people of foreign races escaped from here. Four of the remaining 15 

people of foreign race surrendered, and the remaining 11 people of foreign race have all been killed." 

"These are their corpses." 

Bai Yun waved her right hand and saw the corpses of nine people of foreign races floating in the air. 

As for the remaining two corpses of the people of foreign races, they were currently lying in Zhou Zhou's 

King's Treasure box. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and put away the corpses of the nine heroes of the people of foreign race. 

"Your Majesty." 

"I just captured a prisoner of the Nether Bark Kingdom." 

"The kobold said that it saw Pope Floyd escape back to the capital." 

Bai Yun reported again. 

"After all the soldiers are revived and healed, and all the Loots are extracted, rest for an hour. Then, go 

straight to the capital of the Nether Bark Kingdom and take down this kingdom." 

"Then, turn around and go to the Titan Kingdom. Go straight to the capital and take down the Titan 

Kingdom!" 

"As for the remaining regional territories, we'll slowly conquer them in the future." 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and ordered decisively. 

In this battle alone, the vital strength of the Nether Bark Kingdom and the Titan Kingdom had almost 

been exhausted, and there were not many heroes left. 

It could be said that these two people of foreign races were at their weakest. 

At this moment, he naturally had to take advantage of the victory and pursue, not giving the other party 

a chance to catch his breath! 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 



Bai Yun said respectfully, her shocked expression revealing some excitement. She was clearly also 

surprised by Zhou Zhou's decisiveness. 

Their kingdom had only been established for a day, but they were already going to subdue four veteran 

Beginner Kingdoms in a row? 

It was unbelievable just thinking about it. 

However, when she thought about it, she felt that the success rate of this matter was very high with the 

troops and experts the Blazing Sun Kingdom currently controlled. 

She stopped hesitating. 

She turned around to pass on the order. 

At the same time. 

In the capital of the Nether Bark Kingdom. 

In the Pope's Palace. 

Floyd, who was in tatters and looked miserable, scrambled in. 

Then, he saw an old kobold with white hair in a black gold robe praying quietly in front of the God of 

Death's statue. 

It was the old Pope, Cronin. 

"You're in such a sorry state." 

Cronin said calmly. 

"A sorry state?! Do you still care if I am in a sorry state at a time like this? Do you know that the alliance 

army has lost!?" 

Floyd seemed to have gone crazy, and there was deep fear hidden in his eyes. 

"A total of 22 million soldiers from the allied army of 18 kingdoms died there!" 

"The remaining three heroes of our Nether Bark Kingdom also died there!" 

"Not many heroes survived in the other kingdoms." 

"You should know what this means, right?" 

"Our Nether Bark Kingdom is finished!" 

"That King of The Blazing Sun is simply unbelievably strong!" 

"I've never seen an Extraordinary-Tier life form that hasn't become a hero killing an Epic-Tier hero like 

killing a chicken!" 

"He killed a quarter of our 23 heroes alone!" 

"If not for that Lord of The Blazing Sun, we would definitely not have lost today's battle!" 



It said fearfully. 

What happened today was simply an eye-opener. 

It had never seen an Extraordinary-Tier Normal God Spirit so strong. 

No wonder he could become the Strongest Lord of All Races during the Supreme Will event last time. 

His reputation was indeed not in vain. 

When Cronin heard this, his eyes flashed. 

He had indeed received the news of the defeat at the front line, but he did not know the exact situation. 

He didn't expect the King of the Blazing Sun, who had almost never made a move, to be the one to 

determine the victory. 

It was hard to imagine that the other party had only been in the High Continent for less than half a 

month… 

"Then the King of the Blazing Sun will probably arrive soon." 

"Cronin, you're the old Pope. You must have a trump card to deal with them, right?" 

Floyd looked at Cronin longingly. 

Cronin shook his head. 

"If what you say is true, then my trump card can't stop the other party." 

"The Nether Bark Kingdom will probably be destroyed today." 

"Then what should we do?" 

Floyd was a little confused. 

"Escape." 

"Leave this place." 

"The light of my Lord illuminates the myriad worlds. As long as there is the Faith of Death, there will 

definitely be a place for us to live." 

Cronin said this calmly under Floyd's shocked gaze. 

They were silent for a long time. Then, Floyd stood up and said hatefully, 

"I'll go get the Kingdom Token first." 

"Even if I escape, I won't leave the Kingdom Token to the King of the Blazing Sun!" 

"Don't." 



Cronin immediately stopped him. "The King of the Blazing Sun is powerful. If you don't want to be 

hunted down by him, it's best if you leave behind the Kingdom Token and some important treasures so 

that the King of the Blazing Sun can stay here." 

"Otherwise, I'm afraid we won't be able to escape once you take them all." 

Floyd was stunned for a moment before nodding dejectedly. 

At this moment, he was no longer as imposing as when he faced-off with the old Pope. 

He would listen to whatever the old Pope said. 

However, just as the two of them walked out of the Pope Hall, they saw a human holding a blood-

colored divine sword floating at the door and waiting for them quietly. 

"Night Rakshasa Sword God—Xu An." 

"I'm here on the orders of my King to take your lives." Xu An said calmly. 

A blood-colored sword light flashed and their heads were cut off and their bodies fell to the ground 

weakly. 
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Chapter 554: The Ambition Of The Lords Of The Cerulean Planet 

At noon, when Zhou Zhou led the soldiers who had rested and arrived at the capital of the Nether Bark 

Kingdom, he saw that the entire palace was silent. Only Xu An stood tall and straight in front of the 

palace door. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" 

"I didn't disappoint the King. I've already killed these two Popes!" 

"The others who wanted to resist were also killed." 

Xu An said calmly. 

Then, he waved his right hand and saw the headless corpse of the new and old Pope appear at the side. 

One of them had the strength of an Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade, and the other had the strength of 

an Epic-Tier Elementary Grade. 

They were naturally helpless against Xu An, who was already at the Epic-Tier Intermediate Grade. 

"Well done." 

Zhou Zhou smiled and nodded. 

Xu An did not disappoint him. 

Then, he waved his right hand and controlled the two corpses to fly over and extracted their loots. 

Then, Zhou Zhou was pleasantly surprised to discover that 

Among the loots of these two people, there were two Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals. 
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"Not bad, not bad. I'll have five more Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals now." 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

As for the other loot, they were nothing more than skill books and equipment. Zhou Zhou was not 

interested, so there was no need to mention them. 

After that, he sent troops to search the entire Nether Bark Palace and quickly found the location of the 

kingdom's golden tablet and the kingdom's treasure vault. 

There was no hurry to take a look at the kingdom's treasure vault. Zhou Zhou went straight to the 

kingdom's golden tablet and asked Xu An to shatter it. 

A durability of 10 billion was only able to last for 15 minutes before it was shattered by a great expert 

like Xu An. 

After the Kingdom's Golden Tablet shattered, 

The three tokens floated in the original position of the golden tablet. 

They were the Extraordinary-Tier Regional Token, the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Territory Token, 

and the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Kingdom Token! 

Zhou Zhou walked over and put away the Territory Token and Regional Token before placing his hand on 

the last Kingdom Token. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Do you want to collect the Kingdom Token?] 

"Yes!" 

Zhou Zhou said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, 

The floating Kingdom Token seemed to have lost its power and landed in his hand. 

Then, lines of familiar golden text appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

It also appeared in front of billions of Cerulean Planet Lords. 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Lord Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun for 

successfully breaking through a Beginner Kingdom Lord faction. Reward: Reputation Rating +3!] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

… 

[Lord Talent Notification: Congratulations, you have conquered a Beginner Kingdom and triggered the 

White Silver-Tier Lord Talent—Embrace of the Conqueror. You have obtained the loyalty of a hero with 

an Extraordinary-Tier Hero Fate Level slot!] 



[Note: This hero is rushing to your territory. Please note the latest new Subject list!] 

… 

[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have destroyed a Beginner Kingdom-level Lord faction and 

collected 20% of the power of the Law of The End. The grade of the Crown of The Final has increased by 

another step!] 

[Current collection progress of the Power of The Final Law: 60%] 

… 

[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have destroyed a beginner Kingdom-level Lord faction and 

collected 100 points of Final Nirvana power progress. You can use 100 points of Final Nirvana power to 

exchange for a chance to revive after death and increase your strength greatly after revival!] 

[Current Power of Final Nirvana: 100 points] 

[Current number of resurrections: Two] 

… 

[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have conquered a Beginner Kingdom Lord faction. A member of the 

Final Guard has received your summon. You can summon him!] 

[Current number of members of The Final Guard: Three (Summonable)] 

… 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

Conquering the kingdom was indeed the most beneficial way for him to increase his strength. 

Not only did he appear on the announcement of the Lord of Cerulean Planet once, but he also obtained 

the entire Nether Bark Kingdom. 

Moreover, the collection progress of the Power of the Final Guard had reached 60%, the number of 

resurrections had reached three, and the number of Final Guard members had reached three. 

How comfortable! 

He opened the world channel. 

At this moment, the Lords of Cerulean Planet on the World Channel were indeed surprised and hotly 

discussing his capture of a kingdom again. 

The Lord of the Cerulean Planet did not expect the King of The Blazing Sun from among them to be so 

fierce! 

He had conquered three kingdoms in a row and triggered the Lord Announcement of the Cerulean 

Planet three times in less than a day. 

At the same time, many Lords sensed something. 



That was, the announcement of conquering the kingdom seemed to be able to be triggered many 

times? 

They asked Zhou Zhou for guidance on this matter. 

This was not a secret. Zhou Zhou replied unanimously on the World Channel. 

[Blazing Sun Kingdom—Lord of The Blazing Sun: Yes, any Lord faction can trigger a Lord Announcement 

on the Cerulean Planet as long as they conquer a kingdom.] 

As soon as these words were spoken. 

Normal Lords did not feel anything. 

However, the Dragon Lady Lord, the Overlord Lord, the Undead Lord, and the other top Lords of the 

Cerulean Planet were all excited. 

As expected! 

In that case iIn the future, they would have a chance to be on the Reputation Ranking?! 

At the thought of this, they suddenly felt inexplicably touched. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun had been on the Reputation Ranking for a long time. 

In the future, Zhou Zhou would finally not be the only one on the rankings. 

They could finally be on it as well. 

At the thought of this, they immediately prepared to discuss conquering a Kingdom in their Lord 

Alliance. 

They now had hundreds or even tens of millions of Lords under the Lord Alliance! 

Even though 99.9% of the Lords were only Alliance members equivalent to 'netizens' and could not 

provide much help at all but as long as the remaining 0.01% of the Lords could send troops over, they 

could gather millions of troops no matter what. 

In their eyes, the military strength of an ordinary Beginner Kingdom was only about a few million. 

Even if they had more experts on their side and at least three Extraordinary-Tier heroes, 

However, he could at least crush them with his military strength, right? 

With this thought in mind, some of the Lords had already begun to fantasize about appearing on the 

Cerulean Planet's Lord Announcement. 

… 

Zhou Zhou naturally did not know what the other Cerulean Planet Lords were thinking after finding out 

about this. 

If he knew, he would probably not think highly of their actions. 

Putting aside the question of whether they could successfully command the entire Lord Alliance army, 



The key was… 

They had underestimated the terrifying role of Extraordinary-Tier heroes in war. 

Using numbers to kill Extraordinary-Tier heroes might be useful in an Extraordinary-Tier world like the 

Cerulean Planet. 

However, in this world where the power was greater than the sky, such tactics would not work. 

Not to mention… 

The foundation of the Kingdom-level Lord faction behind them. 

The reason why these old kingdoms could survive in the High Continent for so long was not because 

they had a large number of troops. 

Combat literacy, equipment, ordnance, supplies, military strategy… 

They were all omnipotent in these aspects. 

Zhou Zhou could only do such a deed today with the enhancement of his 22 Lord Talents. 

They wanted to replicate what he had done. It was not impossible but the probability of success was 

extremely low! 

Unless they could gather an army of hundreds of millions of Cerulean Planet Lords at once. 

Otherwise, it would be almost impossible to succeed. 

A moment later, in the Pope's Palace. 

Zhou Zhou sat on the former Pope's throne and looked at the kobolds below. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 555: God-Given Building— God of Death Statue! Guardian Of Death! 

There were about a hundred of these kobolds. 

They were all kobold ministers who had surrendered to the Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

The lowest level amongst them was of Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade. 

There were even 24 Epic-Tier Lifestyle Professionals! 

Among them were eight Epic-Tier Elementary Grade, five Epic-Tier Intermediate Grade, and one Epic-

Tier Advance Grade. 

Five Epic-Tier Elementary Grade Religious Engraving Masters! 

Three Epic-Tier Intermediate Grade Tailor Masters and two Epic-Tier Advance Grade Tailor Masters! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the 24 Epic-Tier Lifestyle Professionals and was very satisfied. 

This Nether Bark Kingdom was indeed the strongest among the four kingdoms. There were actually so 

many Epic-Tier Lifestyle Professionals. 
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As for why there were no Epic-Tier Combat Professionals, they should have been involved in the battle 

just now and were killed by his army. 

Then, he left and headed for the treasure vault of the Nether Bark Kingdom. 

Nether Bark Treasure Vault. 

When Zhou Zhou and the others arrived, the door of the Nether Bark Treasure Vault had already been 

opened. 100 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers were guarding it. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" 

When the 100 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers saw Zhou Zhou, they immediately knelt on one knee and said 

respectfully. 

"Get up. Everyone, you've worked hard." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he walked into the Nether Bark Treasure Vault alone. 

A moment later, he walked out of the Nether Bark Treasure Vault. 

He looked at the mountains of treasures in his King's Treasure Box and smiled. 

This Nether Bark Treasure Vault did not disappoint him. 

There were more than 100,000 treasures inside! 

It was more than three times that of Tahan's Treasure Vault! 

Moreover, the total value of the Mist Cores stored alone was nearly 2,000 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores! 

Most of the other treasures were high-level equipment, high-level skill books, rare medicinal herbs, rare 

ores materials, rare building blueprints, and other treasures. 

What Zhou Zhou cared about the most was the number of high-level Elemental Gems. 

In the treasure vault, he had obtained a total of more than 46,000 Life Elemental Gems and more than 

54,000 Death Elemental Gems! 

"There are so many high-level gem resources." 

"I can upgrade my territory again when I get back." 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

Yesterday, he had upgraded his territory to White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade after slaughtering the 

Tahan Kingdom. 

Today, he had conquered the Nether Bark Kingdom and gathered the resources to upgrade his territory 

again. 

Conquering would bring about wealth! 



My ancestors did not lie to me. 

Zhou Zhou could not help but feel excited when he thought about conquering the Titan Kingdom, which 

had richer gem resources. 

One of the requirements for the Beginner Kingdom to advance to an Intermediate Kingdom was to 

advance the territory level to Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade. 

At this speed, perhaps it would not be long before he could satisfy this request. 

Then, he flipped his right hand, and a black building blueprint appeared in his hand. 

This was another important gain he had made in the treasure vault. 

A God-Given building blueprint! 

This building blueprint depicted a kobold wearing a black cloak and holding a black staff. 

It looked dignified and solemn, and at the same time, it had a very mysterious aura. It made people 

revere it and not dare to look at this kobold. 

It was as if he would feel the fear of death like an abyss once he looked at it directly. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Building Name: God of Death Statue (God-Given Building)] 

[Building Level: Special-Tier] 

[Building Function One— Curse of the God of Death: When an enemy invades your territory and fights 

you or your Subjects, the enemy's fear of death will uncontrollably increase indefinitely! 

The longer the battle goes on, the more afraid they will be of death!] 

[Building Function Two—Death Faith: Place the God of Death Statue in the territory. It can slowly 

increase the loyalty of the Subjects in the territory. 

At the same time, the territory's Subjects will have an increasing understanding of death. Those with 

outstanding talent have a small chance of automatically changing their profession to an Extraordinary-

Tier Class— Guardian of Death.] 

[Materials required to build: One billion units of wood, one billion units of fine sand, one billion units of 

metal, one billion units of stone, 1,000 Legendary-Tier Mist Core, one Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine 

Crystal!] 

[Construction Description: A God-Given building given to a believer's country by the God of Death, 

Thanatos. It has unbelievable power. It can gather the hearts of the people and make the enemy feel the 

fear of death.] 

Zhou Zhou looked at the building blueprint and could not help but think. 

A God-Given Building! 

As the name suggests, it was a building given to him by the God Spirits. 



The greatest difference between such buildings and normal buildings was that their building effect was 

related to the God Spirit behind them. 

The God Spirits would give them the power of laws they grasped on such GodGiven buildings, allowing 

them to possess all kinds of unbelievable abilities. 

For example, this God of Death Statue. 

There were three abilities. 

The Curse of Death, Increase Loyalty, and Special Class Change— Guardian of Death! 

Zhou Zhou had already experienced the curse of death. 

This was a Law Skill that covered the entire country. The effect was quite powerful! 

If not for the fact that he and the Light Sacred Dragon—Ingesol—had coincidentally mastered the Law 

Skill to restrain the Death Curse—Absolute Light, 

his conquest journey today would definitely not be as easy as before! 

There was no need to mention the ability to increase loyalty. 

It was an ability that every Lord yearned for. 

Zhou Zhou naturally did not forget that his Peace And Prosperity needed a large number of loyal 

Subjects to advance to the Extraordinary-Tier Lord Talent—Peaceful Times. 

Therefore, he needed this ability very much. 

However, what made Zhou Zhou hesitate was its last building effect. 

"The Guardian of Death…" 

"What profession is this?" 

"Could it be a trump card left behind by the God of Death?" 

Zhou Zhou thought hesitantly. 

He had always been very cautious about things like God Spirit Faith. 

This was because as the owner of the Incite Defection Lord Talent, he knew very well how terrifying 

loyalty and faith would be once they were changed. 

He thought about it. 

Zhou Zhou decided to ask the Supreme Will. 

In the end. 

He really received a reply. 

[Supreme Will Notification:] 



[Combat Class: Guardian of Death!] 

[Class Abilities: Soul Resting Technique, Soul Righteousness Technique, Corpse Restoration, Spirit 

Summoning, Peaceful Technique, Summoning Undead…] 

[Class Description: The Guardian of Death is a group of living beings who respect and believe in death. 

They aspire to protect death and let the dead rest in peace by restoring the corpse to its complete state 

and calming the soul.] 

When the relatives of the deceased yearned to see the deceased again, the merciful Guardian of Death 

would make a request to the Law of Death to let the souls of the deceased return to the world for a 

short period of time to bid farewell to their relatives. 

It was precisely because the Guardian of Death understood death that they loved life and were very 

angry at life forms who looked down on life and even gave up on it. 

The God of Death, Thanatos, spread the God of Death Statue only to expand the range of the Law of 

Death. He did not leave any trump cards.] 

"I understand death, so I love life." 

"So the Guardian of Death is such a profession." 

"It doesn't look bad." 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

Most importantly, 

there was no trump card left behind by the God of Death, Thanatos, in this God-given building. 

This way, Zhou Zhou could use it without worry. 

Zhou Zhou put away the building blueprint. 

A moment later, Zhou Zhou, who had plundered the entire Nether Bark Kingdom, led the army and set 

sail again, flying towards the capital of the Titan Kingdom. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 556: The King Of The Titans Who Beheaded Himself! Resurrection! 

The path to the Titan Kingdom was not peaceful. 

The Titans, who lived in the Titan Kingdom, seemed to know what they were here for. They had long set 

up all kinds of ambushes along the way and waited for them. 

However, their main army had long died on the battlefield of the people of foreign race alliance. These 

Subjects of the Titan Kingdom who had set up traps were just people who were unwilling to see the 

Titan Kingdom destroyed. They did not pose much of a threat to Zhou Zhou's side. 

Zhou Zhou only sent 10 Extreme Dragon Race to guard the spaceship before clearing out these Subjects 

of the Titan Kingdom who were trying to resist. 
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"The traps are too rough." 

"It doesn't seem like someone from Titan's official side." 

"It's like a trap set up by ordinary people." 

On the spaceship. 

Bai Yun looked at another trap and the Subjects being easily destroyed by the Dragon Race and said. 

"That's true." 

Wu Xin nodded in agreement. 

Zhou Zhou stood at the side and looked at the scenery outside the window, thinking about his future 

development. 

A moment later, at Titan Kingdom's capital. 

When Zhou Zhou first arrived, he was surprised to discover that a Titan who was more than 500 meters 

tall and wearing a luxurious royal robe and a noble golden crown was leading more than 300 Titan 

ministers to gather in front of the palace door. 

When they saw Zhou Zhou and the others' spaceship, the Titan in the lead immediately raised its right 

hand. Then, Zhou Zhou saw them kneel on one knee, as if they were taking the initiative to welcome 

them. 

Zhou Zhou looked at this scene enviously. 

"Let's stop here." He said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, all the spaceships carrying the soldiers of the Blazing Sun Kingdom 

stopped. 

Then, Zhou Zhou was the first to fly towards the door of the spaceship. Xu An and Guo Qiao followed 

closely behind, and the army followed at the back. 

Soon, Zhou Zhou and the others flew in front of the Titans. 

"You're the Titan King?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Titan leader and asked. 

"Greetings, King of the Blazing Sun, Fens, the 46th Titan King of the Titan Kingdom." 

The Titan King, Fens, lowered his head and said respectfully. 

"Extraordinary-Tier hero of the Titan Kingdom, Giant Axe Ripper—Phil, greets the King of the Blazing 

Sun!" 

"Titan Kingdom's High Priest—Temple greets the King of the Blazing Sun!" 

The two Titans behind it, who looked to be second only to it, also lowered their heads. 

The 300-odd Titan King subjects behind him also said the same. 



Zhou Zhou's gaze landed on the injured hero of the Titan Kingdom behind the Titan King, Fens. 

This should be the hero of the Titan Kingdom who had luckily escaped from the battlefield previously. 

Zhou Zhou ignored it and his gaze landed on the Titan King, Fens, again. 

"Didn't you organize the people of foreign race alliance to deal with me previously? Why are you acting 

like this now?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at it calmly. 

"The winner takes all!" 

"That's the rule of the High Continent." 

The Titan King took off the crown and placed it on the ground. Then, it looked at Zhou Zhou and said 

with a normal expression, 

"The power of your Blazing Sun Kingdom far exceeds that of my Titan Kingdom. If we insist on resisting, 

we will only be burying the Subjects of my Titan Kingdom for nothing." 

"Therefore, I brought all my subjects to surrender to you. From now on, we're willing to be loyal to your 

Blazing Sun Kingdom!" 

"I only hope that the esteemed King of the Blazing Sun can let bygones be bygones and spare the lives of 

the Titan Kingdom's ministers and subjects." 

"I was the one who told Floyd about the idea of organizing the people of foreign race alliance." 

"I've also participated in a lot of its implementations." 

"All the sins are because of me and I'm willing to pay the price!" 

At this point, the Titan King, Fens, immediately stood up. Then, an Epic-Tier sword appeared out of thin 

air in his hand. Then, he stretched out his neck without hesitation. 

In the blink of an eye! 

The Titan King forcefully cut off his own head before everyone and the Titan ministers could react. 

What surprised Zhou Zhou and everyone the most was that the King of Titan, who had his head cut off, 

still had life in his body. 

Its headless corpse shakily picked up the head that had fallen to the ground. Then, it walked in front of 

Zhou Zhou and placed its head on the ground. Finally, it knelt down and stopped breathing. 

Zhou Zhou said nothing. 

The surroundings were also silent. 

Everyone and the subjects of the Titan Kingdom watched this scene with wide eyes, shocked by the 

Titan King's actions. 

Even the experienced and knowledgeable people were speechless for a moment. 



After a while, the ministers of the Titan Kingdom came back to their senses and wailed. 

On the other side. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Titan King's human-sized head in front of him. 

Its eyes were open, and its gaze was determined. 

"Carol Moeli." 

Zhou Zhou suddenly said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Carol Moeli flew over from behind and bowed to Zhou Zhou. 

"Your Majesty!" Carol Moeli said. 

"Revive it." Zhou Zhou said calmly. 

"Yes!" Carol Moeli walked straight to the Titan King's corpse. She first controlled its corpse to be placed 

together with its head. Then, she took out 10 Pious-Tier faith nerves and cast the Small Resurrection 

Spell. 

A green light filled with vitality landed on Fens' corpse. 

After the light dissipated, the corpse of the Titan King, Fens, had already been connected, and his body 

had regained its vitality. 

The subjects of the Titan Kingdom looked at this scene in disbelief. 

A Titan minister boldly called out "Your Majesty". The eyelids of the Titan King, Fens, trembled slightly 

before he opened his eyes. 

It looked at the sky blankly, then got up and looked at the people around it and the Titans. 

"What… What's going on?" 

Am I not dead? The Titan King, Fens, was stunned. 

Zhou Zhou looked at him and suddenly drew the Sword of Xuan Yuan from his waist. He walked in front 

of the Titan King, Fens, and pointed the Sword at its glabella. 

The Titan King was stunned. 

"I'll answer your question first." 

"You were revived by This King's subordinates." 

"Also…" 

"You just said that you're willing to bear your crimes alone. Your life belongs to me now since you've 

already given your life." 

"Join the Blazing Sun Kingdom and become This King's subordinate and I can agree to your request just 

now." Zhou Zhou said. 



His reason for doing so was very simple. 

Zhou Zhou felt that it would be a pity if the other party really died this way because of his actions just 

now. 

It would not harm anything if he brought him under his command, so Zhou Zhou did so. 

On the other side, the Titan King, Fens, looked at Zhou Zhou in a daze. Then, his expression turned 

serious. 

He knelt on one knee and said respectfully, 

"Fens greets Your Majesty!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, 

Two lines of text appeared. 

[Prompt: Fens has joined the Blazing Sun Kingdom and become an official Subject of the Blazing Sun 

Kingdom!] 

[Your Subject Fens' loyalty has increased to 100. He has become your dead loyal subject!] 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

Then, his expression became strange. 

What is going on? 

He actually became a dead loyal subject the moment he arrived? 

Could it be that my actions just now were too domineering and caused the other party to give up? 

Zhou Zhou did not think too much about it. 

The Titan Race was a race that revered the strong to begin with. 

It was not impossible for him to defeat them with such a shocking advantage and use an astonishing 

method like resurrection. Coupled with the various title Effects he had obtained, it was not impossible 

for the other party to become dead loyal. 

"Rise." Zhou Zhou said. 

The Titan King, Fens, stood up. 

"Your Majesty. Follow me into the palace first." Fens said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

Seeing this, Fens turned to look at the group of Titans ministers behind him who had yet to react. 

"Welcome my King back to the palace!" He roared. 

The Titan ministers were stunned for a moment before reacting. They hurriedly led Zhou Zhou and the 

others into the palace. 
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Chapter 557: Vast Sea Of Advanced Grade Gem Resources! Giant God Potion! 

At the core of the Titan Palace. 

Zhou Zhou sat on the throne and looked at the extremely respectful Titan King below and the 300-odd 

Titan Kingdom ministers behind it. 

Zhou Zhou was pleasantly surprised after seeing their specific Stats information. 

Among the 300-odd Titan ministers, there were actually more than 100 Diamond-Tier Lifestyle 

Professionals, more than 200 Extraordinary-Tier Lifestyle Professionals, and three Epic-Tier Combat 

Professionals! 

Even though they were much weaker than the Nether Bark Kingdom in terms of Epic-Tier Professionals, 

there were many more Extraordinary-Tier Professionals than the Extraordinary-Tier Ministers left behind 

by the Nether Bark Kingdom. 

Not bad, not bad. 

Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied. 

"Fens. This King will give you three orders." 

Zhou Zhou did not think too much about it and looked at Fens. 

"Your Majesty, please speak!" 

Fens said respectfully. 

"First: Integrate all the territories, subjects, high-level Elemental Gem resources, and other valuable 

resources of your Titan Kingdom." 

"Do this as quickly as possible and hand it all over to the Blazing Sun Kingdom." 

"Tomorrow at the latest!" 

"I want to see that all the territories of the Titan Kingdom become the territory of the Blazing Sun 

Kingdom!" 

"All the subjects of the Titan Kingdom become the subjects of the Blazing Sun Kingdom!" 

"As for the development resources you need in the future, the capital will provide them." 

"Secondly, gather all the Lords in your kingdom. I want to see them and see their aptitude." 

"If there's someone with good aptitude, I won't be stingy with the rewards." 

"Thirdly, record all the people of foreign race kingdoms and related information of the people of foreign 

race alliance this time and hand them to me." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

He would not let go of any of those people of foreign race kingdoms! 
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"Yes, Your Majesty!" Fens agreed without hesitation. 

"Take me to the storage place of your kingdom's golden tablet." 

Zhou Zhou nodded and said. 

"Your Majesty, please follow me." 

Fens said. Then, he led Zhou Zhou towards the Kingdom's Golden Token. 

A moment later, they arrived at the location of the Kingdom's Golden Token. 

Just like the Tahan Kingdom, the golden tablet of the Titan Kingdom was placed in the Titan Treasure 

Vault. 

After Zhou Zhou asked Xu An and the others to shatter the Kingdom Golden Token, he successfully 

obtained the three tokens, including the Kingdom Token. 

Then, the familiar text notification appeared again. 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Lord Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun for 

successfully breaking through a Beginner Kingdom Lord faction. Reward: Reputation Rating +3!] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

… 

[Lord Talent Notification: Congratulations, you have conquered a Beginner Kingdom and triggered the 

White Silver-Tier Lord Talent—Embrace of the Conqueror. You have obtained the loyalty of a hero with 

an Extraordinary-Tier Hero Fate Level slot!] 

[Note: This hero is rushing to your territory. Please note the latest new Subject list!] 

… 

[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have destroyed a Beginner Kingdom-level Lord faction and 

collected 20% of the power of the Law of The End. The grade of the Crown of The Final has increased by 

another step!] 

[Current collection progress of the Power of The Final Law: 80%] 

… 

[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have destroyed a beginner Kingdom-level Lord faction and 

collected 100 points of Final Nirvana power progress. You can use 100 points of Final Nirvana power to 

exchange for a chance to revive after death and increase your strength greatly after revival!] 

[Current Power of Final Nirvana: 100 points] 

[Current number of resurrections: Three] 

… 



[The Lord Of The End Class Hint: You have conquered a Beginner Kingdom Lord faction. A member of the 

Final Guard has received your summon. You can summon him!] 

[Current number of Final Guard members: Four (Summonable)] 

… 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

Very good! 

Tomorrow, there will be three more Reputation Rating talents and an Extraordinary-Tier hero! 

The Crown of The Final was only 20% away from increasing its grade. 

He had four resurrection slots! 

There were also four members of the Final Guard! 

These rewards came so easily. 

Zhou Zhou thought happily. 

Then, he began to happily collect the treasures in Titan's treasure vault. 

A moment later, he used the King's Treasure Box to put away the entire treasure vault in Titan's treasure 

vault. 

There were more than 80,000 treasures among them! 

The total value of the Mist Cores was about 1,200 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores! 

The number of high-level Elemental Gems was the most shocking! 

There were a total of 210,000 Life Elemental Gems alone! There were also 180,000 Death Elemental 

Gems! 

This was not all the high-level Elemental Gem resources of the Titan Kingdom. 

According to Fens, most of the high-level Elemental Gem resources of their Titan Kingdom were buried 

in the territory of the Titan Kingdom and had yet to be developed. 

If he developed them all, there would probably be more than a million high-level Elemental Gem 

resources! 

"This time, my kingdom shouldn't be short of high-level Elemental Gem resources for the time being, 

right?" 

Zhou Zhou was delighted. 

Other than the above resources and treasures, Zhou Zhou also saw another item that interested him. 

He flipped his right hand and a formula appeared in his hand. 

This was a high-level Potion formula called the Giant Spirit God. 



[Potion Recipe Name: Giant God] 

[Recipe Quality: Epic-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Recipe Effect: After consumption, it can greatly increase the size of a life form. It can be increased to a 

height of up to 2,000 meters. At the same time, it can greatly increase the physical fitness of life forms in 

all aspects. Duration: one hour.] 

[Recipe Materials: Cloud Piercing Divine Fruit (Epic-Tier Advance Grade Materials), Blood King Flower 

(Epic-Tier Advance Grade Materials), Sky-Piercing Wood Root (Epic-Tier Advance Grade)…] 

[Formula Description: A special Potion that can greatly increase the size of life forms. It can greatly 

increase the combat strength of life forms.] 

[Learning Requirement: Can only be learned by Pharmacists, Alchemy Pharmacists, Doctors, and other 

herb-related Lifestyle Professionals.] 

"This Potion is interesting." 

Zhou Zhou rubbed his chin and thought to himself. 

There were many Races on the High Continent with very huge bodies. 

Due to their size, even if they did not know any Skills, the huge power brought about by their size was 

enough to crush many high-level life forms. 

The most famous representative among them was the Behemoth Race! 

Even though Zhou Zhou had once defeated many Behemoth Lords on the Myriad Race Battlefield, their 

astonishing performance was still fresh in his mind. 

"I can try to make a batch of this Giant God Potion." 

"This way, my soldiers will have the confidence to fight head-on against super-sized enemies like the 

Dragon Race and the Behemoth Race in the future." 

Zhou Zhou thought to himself. 

Then, he put away the blueprint. 

"Your Majesty, are you satisfied?" 

Fens asked respectfully. 

"Not bad." 

Zhou Zhou looked at Fens and patted its shoulder. 

"From now on, the title of the Titan Kingdom is gone and will be changed to 'Titan State'. You will be the 

future Governor of Titan State and be in charge of the matters of Titan State. Don't let me down!" 

"I won't let you down, my Lord!" Fens' body trembled as he looked at Zhou Zhou in disbelief, as if he 

could not believe that Zhou Zhou had given him this position. Then, he immediately knelt on the ground 

and said excitedly. 



Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He had always been tolerant of subordinates loyal to him. 

Moreover, most of the Subjects in the Titan State were from the Titan Race. It was the most convenient 

for the former Titan King to manage them. 

In addition, this Titan King was also a talent with the potential of a High-level God-Tier. Handing it over 

to it would not be a waste of its abilities and potential. 

Then, Zhou Zhou did not stay any longer and returned to Back Blazing Sun City with the soldiers. 

There were many gains today that he had yet to see and he had to organize today's total profits at night. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 558: Two New Lord Talents! (1) 

Just as Zhou Zhou and the others returned to the Back Blazing Sun Kingdom… 

In the imperial study of the Royal Palace of the original Aurora Kingdom. 

Li Yuangan was sitting at a wooden table dealing with political documents. 

Even though Zhou Zhou had already removed the Aurora Kingdom's name and integrated it into the 

territory of the Blazing Sun Kingdom, Zhou Zhou had yet to determine a suitable candidate to deal with 

the Aurora Kingdom's matters. 

Therefore, the current administrative matters of the Aurora Kingdom were still temporarily handled by 

Li Yuangan. 

The Aurora Kingdom had just ended the war and everything was at a stage where there were many 

things to do. Therefore, there were many administrative matters. There were memorials piled up like a 

mountain in front of him. Just looking at them was enough to make the person handling them feel 

numb. 

However, Li Yuangan did not seem to have such a feeling. There was a faint smile on his lips as he 

handled the administrative matters expertly and approved the matters on the memorial. 

Even though he had lost his throne, he knew that the Aurora Kingdom had a stronger king ruling them 

now. Therefore, he was quite relaxed. Even when he was reviewing the memorials, he could not help 

but daydream about his leisure time in the future. 

"I wonder when that kid will send someone to take over the matters here. Zheng Yuanqi said that he 

wants to play chess with me in two days. I wonder if there's enough time for me to hand it over?" Li 

Yuangan thought to himself. 

At this moment, a beautiful figure quickly walked in with a letter in her hand. 

"Dad!" Li Ya said happily. 

"Isn't this my good daughter? Why are you here instead of staying with your lover?" Li Yuangan put 

down his pen and teased with a smile. 
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"Dad!" Li Ya blushed. 

"How's Zhou Zhou doing?" Li Yuangan smiled and asked. 

"That's why I'm here. Father, look! The Aurora Kingdom Guards just sent over the latest information." Li 

Ya handed the envelope to Li Yuangan. 

Li Yuangan took it and looked at it solemnly. 

He had already heard that the Nether Bark Kingdom and the Titan Kingdom had organized 16 people of 

foreign races to deal with the Blazing Sun Kingdom together. 

Even though he was very confident in his son-in-law. he could not help but feel a little worried when he 

thought about how a total of 18 people of foreign races were going to deal with Zhou Zhou together. 

However, his expression gradually changed when he saw the content of the letter. 

From surprise to disbelief and finally… a smile appeared on his face. 

The smile grew wider. 

In the end Li Yuangan laughed heartily. 

"Father, what are you laughing at?" 

"What did the letter say? How's Zhou Zhou?" 

Li Ya asked anxiously. 

"This husband of yours is amazing." 

Li Yuangan put down the letter and sighed. 

Li Ya did not know what Li Yuangan meant. She hurriedly picked up the letter and read it. At the end, her 

expression was a little stunned. 

"The allied forces of the 18 people of foreign races have all been destroyed. The Nether Bark Kingdom 

has been completely destroyed. The Titan Kingdom took the initiative to surrender to the King of the 

Blazing Sun…" 

"The King of the Blazing Sun killed seven heroes of the people of foreign race with his peerless talent!" 

"This… This…" 

She was completely stunned. 

She had thought that Zhou Zhou might win this battle. 

However, she never expected the victory to be so beautiful. 

In particular, the news of the King of the Blazing Sun killing seven heroes of the people of foreign race 

with his spear made her feel even more incredulous. 

Li Ya had rarely seen Zhou Zhou fight. 



She had thought that he was not good at fighting. 

She did not expect his combat strength to be so powerful! 

Li Yuangan could not help but smile even more happily when he saw his daughter's silly expression. 

… 

Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

After Zhou Zhou and the others returned, Bai Yun brought the soldiers to the Triumphal Arch to increase 

their realm. 

Zhou Zhou followed. 

Today, he had killed seven heroes of the people of foreign race alone and obtained more than 140 

billion promotion energy points! 

Not to mention that his soldiers had killed nearly 20 million people of foreign races and shared a huge 

amount of promotional energy with him. 

Therefore, he directly broke through from Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade to Extraordinary-Tier 

Intermediate Grade on the battlefield. Moreover, the promotion energy of the Extraordinary-Tier 

Intermediate Grade had also accumulated to more than 90%! 

If he went to the Triumphal Arch now, he could use this opportunity to break through to the 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade! 

A moment later, Zhou Zhou returned to the Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise. 

A smile appeared on his face as he sensed the level of energy in his body. 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade! 

His strength increased so quickly even without the help of the Calamity Crossing Spirit Pill and other 

external forces. 

This was the first time Zhou Zhou had such an experience. 

"The other Epic-Tier Blessing of the War God is awesome, exciting!" 

He sighed for the umpteenth time. 

A moment later… 

"Your Majesty." 

"Bai Yun, Legion Commander of the Blazing Sun Army, requests an audience!" 

Aliya walked over and said respectfully. 

"Let her in." 

Zhou Zhou nodded and said. 



"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Aliya nodded, then turned and left. 

A moment later, Bai Yun walked in. 

"Your Majesty." 

"This is the list of loot today and the upgrade status of the soldiers." 

"The Lords of the Star Alliance have also handed over 20% of their Incite Defection's military strength to 

us. It's all recorded." 

"Also…" 

"The original Great General of the Aurora Kingdom, Han Yuan, has already sent the list of Aurora 

Kingdom soldiers over." 

"He said that if we need it, he will immediately send all the soldiers of the Aurora Kingdom over." 

She handed a thick list to Zhou Zhou as she said respectfully. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 559: Two New Lord Talents! (2) 

Zhou Zhou took it and read it. 

They had eliminated a total of more than 20 million people of foreign races in just one day! 

Among them, there were 32 non-hero-level Epic-Tier enemies and more than 3,000 Extraordinary-Tier 

enemies. There was no need to elaborate on enemies below the Diamond-Tier. 

With the enhancement of the King of Loots and the title of the strongest Lord, he obtained a total of 

Loots: 

560 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores, 52,500 Epic-Tier Mist Cores, 1,842,050 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores, 

8,903,125 Diamond-Tier Mist Cores, 26,329,800 White Platinum-Tier Mist Cores, 59,612,875 Yellow 

Gold-Tier Mist Cores, 16,948,875 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, 213,910 Green Bronze-Tier Green Bronze-

Tier Mist Cores! 

There were 221,649,632 skill books and 374,550 equipment, 300 billion units of basic materials, 15,023 

Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments, two Green Bronze-Tier Scarlet Lord Talent Spheres 

and 12 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals! 

This was the list of Loots. 

Among the Loots, Zhou Zhou naturally liked the two Green Bronze-Tier Scarlet Lord Talent Spheres and 

the 12 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals the most! 

The former was dropped from the corpses of the soldiers of the people of foreign race. 

The latter was completely extracted from the corpses of the soldiers of the Nether Bark Kingdom, 

causing his reserves of Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals to increase to 17! 
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As for the soldiers of the people of foreign race kingdoms which numbered nearly 20 million, not a 

single one of them could extract the Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystal. 

This made Zhou Zhou sigh. 

It was indeed very easy for a religious country like the Nether Bark Kingdom to drop high-quality Faith 

Divine Crystals. 

In the future, if he lacked Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals, he could specially seek out religious 

enemy kingdoms to fight. These crystals should be very easy to drop then. 

In addition, they had also obtained the loyalty of a total of five heroes of the people of foreign race in 

the battles today! 

Which brought the number of heroes under Zhou Zhou's command to 16! 

Other than that, after extracting the corpses of the 11 people of foreign races he had killed today, he 

also obtained 11 Extraordinary-Tier and Epic-Tier Hero Inheritance manuals! 

Including the three Secret Manuals of the Hero Inheritance that he had obtained previously, Zhou Zhou 

already had 14 of them. 

After they were completely used, these were the other 14 heroes! 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and decided to reward these 11 Hero Inheritance manuals to the 

generals and soldiers who performed well in today's battlefield, giving them a chance to be promoted to 

heroes! 

In this way… 

He could also quickly cash out these 11 Hero Inheritance manuals as quickly as possible. 

As for the remaining three Hero Inheritance Secret Manuals, he would leave them in the military merit 

system and use them as tools to stimulate the morale of the army. 

In addition, in terms of the increase in the combat strength of the soldiers, the total military strength 

under Zhou Zhou had also increased again. 

In addition to the 617,423 kobold soldiers from his Incite Defection, the Lords of the Star Alliance had 

also transferred 20% of their troops to him. There were a total of 413,150 kobold soldiers! 

Together, there were another million soldiers! 

A million troops of Incite Defection in a day! 

If this matter reached the World Channel, the Lords of the Cerulean Planet would probably be jealous. 

However, this was just a daily operation for the members of the Star Alliance who had mastered Incite 

Defection. 

And now, Zhou Zhou's total military strength has reached 5,383,863! 



Among them were 291,720 Black Iron-Tier soldiers, 841,512 Green Bronze-Tier soldiers, 1,201,572 

White Silver-Tier soldiers, 1,483,816 Yellow Gold-Tier soldiers, 1,001,960 White Platinum-Tier soldiers, 

544,811 Diamond-Tier soldiers, 18,460 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers and 12 soldiers in the Epic-Tier! 

In addition, Mechanical Father—Zhou Zhou had broken through to White Platinum-Tier Elementary 

Grade! 

The Original Spirit Race—Ansel had broken through to White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

The Dragon King of War and Strength—Haris (former Extreme Dragon Race Lord) had broken through to 

the Diamond-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

The Dragon King Of Volcano and Destruction—Nezario and Soul Arrow—Wu Tu had broken through to 

the Diamond-Tier Advance Grade! 

Ghost God General—Luo Sheng had broken through to Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade! 

Blood Fire Arrow Elf—Bai Yun, Dragon-Horse Spear General—Wu Xin, Ten-Directional Martial Emperor—

Feng Luo, King of Wind—Myron had broken through to the Epic-Tier Elementary Grade! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the list and smiled. 

Through this list, he could tell how powerful the Epic-Tier Blessing of the War God was. 

At least two million soldiers had advanced by a major level because of the Blessing of the War God! 

Especially the number of Extraordinary-Tier soldiers. 

Yesterday, there were only more than 4,000 of such soldiers under his command! 

Today, it had jumped to more than 18,000 people, an increase of more than 14,000 people! 

Moreover, nine Epic-Tier soldiers had finally appeared among them! 

As for the other three, they were three Epic-Tier Titan combat Professionals that he had brought over 

from the Titan Kingdom. 

In the end, the strength of his generals and avatars had increased greatly after this battle! 

Especially generals like Bai Yun and Wu Xin, who had accompanied him for a long time. Their strength 

had finally exceeded the Extraordinary-Tier and reached the Epic-Tier. 

Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied with this. 

Then, he took out the two Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Spheres. 

He looked over. 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere—Peach Luck] 

[Treasure Grade: Green Bronze-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent—Beauty!] 



[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. After absorbing it, you can 

obtain a Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent.] 

… 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere— Beauty] 

[Treasure Grade: Green Bronze-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent—Beauty!] 

[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. After absorbing it, you can 

obtain a Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent.] 

… 

"They don't seem to be very good Lord Talents." 

Zhou Zhou's eyebrows twitched. 

Especially the second Lord Talent. 

What the hell was this Beauty Lord Talent? 

He did not think too much about it and chose to absorb it. 

The next second. 

The two Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Spheres immediately turned into countless Bronze-colored light 

spots and surged into his glabella. 

Zhou Zhou closed his eyes and re-opened them again after some time. 

Then, he immediately opened his Lord's personal information. 

Two more Lord Talents appeared in his Lord Talent column. 

"I have a total of 24 Lord Talents now!" 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

Then, he opened the details of these two talents. 

[Lord Talent: Peach Luck (Green Bronze-Tier)] 

[Peach Luck: Territory Folk Customs-Type Lord Talent. It's very easy for you and your subjects to make 

connections with Peach Luck. The people you meet are all people worthy of your love.] 

[Specific Talent Effect One: Green Bronze-Tier crops—Peach Blossom Fruit Trees grow in random areas 

in the territory. They can be picked and transplanted.] 

[Specific Talent Effect Two: Favorability increases by 100% when the subjects of the territory 

communicate with the opposite sex.] 

[Specific Talent Effect Three: The reproduction efficiency of the territory's Subjects increases by 100%.] 



[Specific Talent Effect Four: When a Territory Subject chooses a spouse, it is easier to tell from the other 

party's words and actions if the other party is really worthy of love.] 

"This talent looks like a good talent for a long time. It can increase the natural growth efficiency of the 

Subjects in the territory, but I feel that it's useless in a short period of time…" 

Disappointment flashed across Zhou Zhou's eyes. 

However, he did not pay much attention to it. 

It was just a Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent. He did not expect it to have such an astonishing ability. 

He looked at the other Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent. 

[Lord Talent: Beauty (Green Bronze-Tier)] 

[Beauty Face: The looks of you, your Territory Subjects, and your descendants have been permanently 

improved! When you encounter other life forms, it's easier to obtain their favorability immediately 

through your looks.] 

[Note: As you have the Celestial Appearance and your appearance has already reached the limit of the 

world, you can't be upgraded again through beauty.] 

Zhou Zhou: "…" 

Could these two Lord Talents be compatible? 

"My Subject has the enhancement of Peach Luck to begin with." 

"Now, with this beauty…" 

Zhou Zhou could not help but fall into deep thought. 

Why did he feel that it would be very easy for scumbags to appear among his Subjects in the future? 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 560: The Tragic Aurora Kingdom! Pass On The Message! 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and did not think too much about it. 

These two Lord Talents were generally positive enhancements. He could not not use them just because 

of this small guess. 

Then, he took out a mirror from his King's Treasure box and looked at himself in it. 

Not surprising to him, his appearance had not changed. 

"Sometimes it's not good to be too handsome. There's no room to improve." Zhou Zhou said regretfully. 

Then, he opened the Kingdom Channel and took a look. 

In the end, he realized that while he had just obtained these two Lord Talents, some Subjects had 

already acutely discovered the buff changes that the Beauty had given them. 

[Eh, I just looked in the mirror and realized that I suddenly seem to have become better-looking.] 
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[Ah? You've changed too? I thought I was the only one who became handsome. I thought this was my 

golden finger.] 

[Did you just realize? I was eating with my friends in a restaurant just now. As we ate, we suddenly felt a 

warm current flow through our bodies. Then, we realized that our looks seemed to have been 

optimized.] 

[Yes, yes, yes! It's optimization! I can tell that I didn't turn into anyone else. It seems that I only 

improved on my appearance.] 

[I like this improvement!] 

[+1!] 

[I just confirmed one thing. The appearance of all the Subjects in our Blazing Sun Kingdom has improved, 

including the Lords of the Star Alliance and their Subjects. They and their Subjects can be considered 

Subjects of the Blazing Sun Kingdom as a subordinate territory after all.] 

[F*ck! My Kingdom is awesome!] 

[My Kingdom is awesome!] 

[I'm so curious. What's going on?] 

… 

Zhou Zhou smiled and typed: 

[Blazing Sun Kingdom—Lord of The Blazing Sun: Everyone's appearance has improved. Consider it a gift 

from me to everyone. I hope everyone will like it. If you want to maintain your original appearance, you 

can private message the channel administrator. I can take back this upgrade, but there's only one 

chance. Everyone, if you want to undergo this change, please look for me again.] 

As the owner of a Lord, he could still do such a small thing. 

However, as soon as he sent it, the Subjects below immediately replied. 

[I'm shocked! It's actually a gift from His Majesty?! Your Majesty, you can actually do such a thing?! Long 

live His Majesty!!! From now on, His Majesty is my loyal faith!] 

[Praise Your Majesty!] 

[Long live Your Majesty! Don't take it back! I like this improvement!] 

[I like it too!] 

[Who doesn't like their handsome self?] 

[Yes, yes, I like this improvement!] 

[Hehe, there won't be a problem finding a wife in the future.] 

[I think there's still a problem. After all, you've become more handsome and the female Subjects have 

become prettier. Perhaps your standards have also increased?] 



[I vomit. How can this still be rolled up internally? Then I'll go out and find a wife.] 

[That's true. Then I'll go out and find a wife too.] 

[Recently, there has been a new airport in the city. Three idle Black Ghosts have been changed from 

military use to civilian use. It's said that I can take them to other places, including the locations of the 

other Lords of the Star Alliance, and even foreign countries… I've decided. I want to go overseas to find a 

wife with my current looks!] 

[I want to go overseas too and bring glory to the country!] 

[Bring glory to the country +1!] 

[Bring glory to the country +2!] 

[…] 

[Bring glory to the country +10,000!] 

… 

Zhou Zhou: "…" 

What happened? 

Why does everyone suddenly want to 'bring glory to the country'? Moreover, is this how people bring 

glory to the country? 

Zhou Zhou was speechless. 

However, he did not intend to interfere. 

Subjects had the freedom to do whatever they wanted. Moreover, it was a good thing to see more of 

the world. 

With the enhancement of the two new Lord Talents, they might give him a surprise. 

He did not interfere, nor did he want to keep this matter a secret. 

The upgrade of his appearance was national after all. It was impossible to keep it a secret. 

However, Zhou Zhou did not expect that at this moment, these two Lord Talents that were not of much 

use to him would give him a huge "surprise" in the future. 

… 

After Zhou Zhou closed the World Channel, he looked at the last page of the Loots list in his hand. 

That was the list of soldiers recorded by the original Aurora Kingdom's Great General. 

Zhou Zhou looked over and could not help but be shocked. 

This was because it was written on the soldier list that there were only about 200,000 soldiers left in the 

Aurora Kingdom who maintained their combat strength. 



The other about 1.3 million soldiers of the Aurora Kingdom either died in battle or were seriously injured 

and could not continue with their military service. 

The original three heroes of the Aurora Kingdom suffered huge losses as well. The Dark Spirit Mage had 

died on the battlefield against the Tahan Kingdom while one of the other two heroes was also seriously 

injured and was still bedridden. 

As for the other hero, he had suffered minor injuries and had recovered. 

"So tragic…" 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue. 

He thought for a moment and looked up at Bai Yun. 

"Go to the Aurora Kingdom tomorrow and find my father-in-law. Then send some messages for me." 

"First: If the soldiers who were injured in the war with the Tahan Kingdom are willing to join the Blazing 

Sun Army and continue to be soldiers, we can give them completely free treatment and let them have a 

healthy and complete body again! We can treat them even if they are missing an arm or a leg." 

"And their treatment after joining the army will definitely not be bad!" 

"Secondly, get my father-in-law to send over a relic of the Dark Spirit Mage. I can revive him." 

"In addition, send a few brilliant doctors to look for the two heroes from the original Aurora Kingdom. 

Check their bodies and treat them so that they can recover." 

"In addition, invite the two heroes to work for me. If they're unwilling, don't force them." 

"Thirdly, tell my father-in-law that the original Aurora Kingdom has been changed to the Aurora 

Kingdom State. If he's willing, he can be the Governor of the Aurora Kingdom State and take on all major 

and minor matters." 

"If he's unwilling, we can let him recommend suitable talents. If that doesn't work, we can get Zheng 

Yuanqi to send an official who's proficient in handling government affairs to take over the Aurora 

Kingdom." 

"Also…" 

"Tell Zheng Yuanqi to set up the Nether Bark Kingdom and the Tahan Kingdom as the Nether Bark State 

and the Tahan State after occupying all the areas of the Nether Bark Kingdom." 

"And the original area of our Blazing Sun Kingdom will be called the 'Central Continent'." 

"After these five new states are established, we must replenish the positions of the corresponding local 

officials in the shortest time possible and restore good social order before the war as soon as possible so 

that the Subjects can live in safety and peace." 

"There's more." 

"We have to develop the high-level Elemental Gem resources and other resources in the Titan State as 

soon as possible." 



Zhou Zhou spoke for a long time before stopping. 

The war ended and the new country had begun! 

There were too many things to do and prepare. 

What he was instructing now was only a portion. 

He could only leave the other matters to officials like Zheng Yuanqi and take it slow in the future. 


